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----THAT

VOL. I.

THY

WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH,

THY SAVING

HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, MAY 28, 1830.

NO. 1,

the little effect produced by his strongest argu ardor and confidence of youthfcl speakers is very
ments. When, to the speaker, the subject is so observable. In a just cause, this ardor becomes
~~ PROSPECTUS,
plain, the reasoning so natural and the conclusion calmed into steady perseverance, when confidence
In the Episcopal Address delivered to the Con so irresistible, that the repetition of the successive has been damped by frequent failures of expected
vention of the Diocese of Ohio, held in Chillico arguments in order, seems rather a matter of form success.
the, A.D. .1824, the commencement of a periodi than of necessity; he has frequently the mortifica
These obstacles which stand in the way of every
cal paper, devoted to religious objects, and adapted tion to find, that he has failed to produce convic public speaker, do not lose their force when that
tion
—
that
his
subject
has
been
entirely
misunder

to general use, was recommended. The commit
speaker is a Minister of the Gospel.
tee to whom the matter was referred, gave it their stood, his arguments wholly evaded, and his con
There must be some in every congregation, who,
cordial approbation, and the whole convention clusion promptly denied. To one little acquaint from their age, and perhaps some from the want of
coincided with them. Once again since that time, ed with the philosophy of thoughts and feelings, education, are incapable of comprehending fully
the convention has repeated, in a recorded reso this apparent anomaly seems inexplicable. lie the merits of every discourse; hut there are many*
lution, an expression of the same feelings upon begins his reasoning with the conviction, that the more whose reluctance to abandon their sins, and
the subject; but insuperable obstacles have hither individual whom he addresses fully comprehends whose prejudices against the strict requirements
to prevented the execution of the plan. These the premises from which he starts and admits their of religion make them unw’illing to listen calmly
being now removed, it is proposed to commence validity to the extent that his argument will re to a discourse, the professed object of which is to
the publication as soon as a sufficient number of quire. If this were true, as the reasoner imagines, convince them that they are in the wrong. Of
and prejudice did not intervene to bias the judg
subscribers shall have been obtained.
these, many suffer their thoughts to roam upon any
The Gambier Observer, will be an Episco ment, the succeeding thought, if clearly expressed, subject rather than fix them on the one proposed
pal paper; but while the pious churchman may, would produce on the mind of the hearer thesame to them: others, from want of familiar acquaint
as is hoped, derive information from its pages on conviction which rests cn the mind of him who ance with the first principles of religion, are not
the peculiarities erf bis owa faith, the great inter- peaks. It is not always pdgsible to meet with the
burEonfinon chri/tia-.ilty will havo’due pro- < incurrence of so mam circui istances, and the prepared to assent to all that is advanced, because
ifc nej «•«; $nd it is firmly ou pdsed, w'T thac.viue absence of one is sv Scicnt to break the force or they have not understood or acknowledged the
primary truths upon which the reasonings are
stray the effect of the’Rarest reasoning.
•? ■ •-ii-’w.-c, tbrtftha wa.'-x
'tn’enthc ib* .
founded. In conveijRie/j with such an individual,
Spgiiof this apostolic prayer,'“grsce be oi'fih all
In addressing public bodies, it is seldom practi the Christian minister is often surprised to hear
ib >
L-ve our Lord Jesus Chrifi in sincerity.” cable to go so far back to first principles as to gain
'Di/; -gfiflktf wbioh may be expected to occupy the assent of every individual; hence, those who him state objections to a doctrine which hai been
the columns of the work, will be of the following from ignoiance or blind self-interest, are not pre advanced from the pulpit, which do not imply any
kind:—Essays on the doctrines and duties of reli pared to commence with the orator and follow weakness or fallacy in the argument by which it
gion; Sketches from ecclesiastical history; Reli him intelligibly and calmly, must inevitably lose was sustained, but in fact deny the fundamental
gious biography; Correspondence of persons emi the force of all that succeeds, however just the truths of all religion. Such a denial might be ex
pected from one who had formally expressed his
nent for their piety and talents; Missionary intel thoughts and lucid their arrangement.
rejection of Christianity, but appearing, as it often
ligence; Proceedings of Bible, Tract, Sunday
Should a man attempt to convince one who has
School and Temperance Societies, and other moral some powerful motive to resist conviction, though does, as the basis of objections raised by those w ho
and benevolent institutions; Notices and Reviews his premises cannot he denied, his prospect of suc never suspected themselves of perfect ignorance
of new publications; Poetry, selected and original; cess is yet doubtful. Besides the disinclination to or open infidelity—by those too, who will attempt
Summaries of news, literary, political and miscel listen to the unwelcome argument, there is a dis to invalidate a doctrine by passages from scripture,
admitting its validity, and again,during the same
laneous.
position to fly from the speaker in search of rea
From this statement it may be seen, that while sons in vindication of a prc-conceived opinion or a conversation, unconsciously advancing arguments
the primary object of the publication is the diffu long-established habit. The mind dwells with which pre-suppose the same scripture to be false,
sion of religious knowledge, it is also designed to pleasure upon these counteracting reasons, to the and all this is done with as much apparent sincerity
convey information of a general nature. In each exclusion of what is advanced by him who is as if such reasoning Were perfectly consistent and
number may be expected condensed accounts of speaking ; the result is,*as might be expected, the rational.
If the effect of religion upon the heart were in
the more important events, domestic and foreign, argument is lost, and sometimes the agitation of
which an intelligent Christian would wish to know; an important subject, so far from bringing a preju dependent of the Spirit of God and were solely
■and though every thing like political discussion diced hearer to acknowledge the truth, gives him the result of cool and deliberate reasoning, to bring
and party statement will be entirely excluded, a rather an opportunity to confirm himself in error. such individuals, as wc have last mentioned, with
in the possibility of conviction by a religious dis
correct summary will be given of the results of the
The above cases do not include the large num course, if be were capable of appreciating an ar
principal movements in the political world. It will
be printed at the Aeland Press, belonging to Ken bers to he found in every public assembly, who, gument, disposed to give his attention, and ready
yon College, and the editorial duty perfoimed from indolence or want of interest in the subject to yield to the force of truth, would yet require
under the superintendence of the Bishop of the discussed, do not give sufficient attention to the the preacher to go back and prove, in succession,
reasoning addressed to them, to understand what the being of a God, his benevolence to the human
Diocese.'
the speaker is attempting to prove; much less to race, his power to make a revelation of bis will, the
CONDITIONS.
The Observer will he issued once a week, neatly printed feel the force of his argument, or the justness of probability that such a revelation would be made,
from new type, on a sheet of super-royal size, quarto, for tfico his conclusion.
the truth that such a revelation has been tpade ia
dollars per annum, if paid in advance; two dollars and fifty cents,
To one not yet familiar with public speaking, the Old and New Testament, the genuineness of
if at the end of six months, and three dollars, if at the end of
who rises to address an assembly with his heart the books which are called by this" name, that in
the year. No subscription will be discontinued until all arfull of his subject, and expects that others will feel religion, these Scriptures are our only sure guide,*
rearrages are paid, except at the option of the publishers.
JJsgTAil communications relative to this paper, must be di all the interest which animates him, will exclude and then prove that the particular doctrine which
rected to the Rt. Rev. P. Chase, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio. every foreign idea to follow the train of his thoughts, he wished to inculcate is taught in these Scriptures,
Here are materials sufficient to occupy many
and be as capable and willing to arrive at his con
For Ike Gambier Observer.
clusion as he is to conduct them there, convic- volumes, yet the irreligious seem tc require it con
OBSTACLES TO THE PROGRESS OF TRUTH. tion upon the mind of every auditor appears to be densed into every discourse. If it were thus con
•r‘*very one who has often attempted to convince i almost certain. Before these lurking causes or densed, the same disinclination to give an attentive
ors, has felt disappointment and mortification at j disappointment a:e disclosed by experience, the hearing, the same reluctance to be convinced, ac
MYERS & BRIDGMAN, PRINTERS.
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on high. 6. Our Lord Jesus Christ, too, direct?
us to pray for the Spirit, and to pray to the Loro'
of the Harvest: and the Apostle Paul entreats
that the Church would pray for him and his Mis-.’
sionary brethren, that the word of the Lord mivht
have free course, and be glorified.
but
In prayer tor the Holy Spirit, the Christian
brings to his aid an Almighty Agent—an enlight
ening, quickening, and transforming Spirit. It is
weakness, laying hold of infinite strength: ‘ Prayer,’
says an eloquent writer, ‘moves the hand that
moves the world.’ ‘He who has the ear,’says
another writer, has the hand of God;’ the Divine
Being condescends to connect the prayers of his
saints with the accomplishment of his purposes,
And thus also, in the bestowment of mercy, he is
seated on the throne of grace, to receive the peti
tions of the penitent: when the Christian is found
in this attitude, we see Elijah, in his conflicts with
the idolaters of his time, bringing the fire from
heaven: it is the prophet Elisha, bringing down
the rain, after a drought of three years and six
months: it is going to the Fountain of Mercy,
to intercede for perishing millions; and moving
fiddi
the Divine Faithfulness, to fulfil the exceedingly
great and precious promises, pregnant with the
blessings of salvation: it is engaging an influence,
VENT
PRAYER
IN
BEHALF
OF
MISSIONS.
e and later cerituries.
which brings the criminal, condemned to death,
Neglect of prayer must be considered as griev
?n of Christ had
ri
into a state of pardon and favour, through the Re
i tne ,'hol Roman Empire; ing the Holy Spirit. If the work of conversion, deemer; which restores to the image of God and
bringing
men
out
of
darkness
into
light,
and
from
into the contign,1'ul i
ul h
to a capacity of enjoying him for ever, a wretch
jus and :ivilized: in little tiie power of Satan unto God, be His own work, who was deformed by every hateful disposition
s, it became tl establish- in vain do we attempt to convince, to illuminate toward God and man ; and which unites him to a
the greatest a d the most and to renovate, without him: and if his influences phalanx of holy men, who are co-workers with
Osisting. Succeeding are bestowed in answer to prayer (how much more God in the renovation of a world: finally, it is
f not its absolute ex- shall your Heavenly father give the Holy Spirit to opening a direct communication between heaven
i’aelion within its ori- them 'tint ask him!) then it is the highest arro and earth wherein God himself descends and
lea ■
te result was the very gance, not to say profaneness, to go into this work dwells with men. And thus the kingdoms of this
ow limits.
al sagacity, might ren without the true spirit of believing dependence— world are to become the kingdom, conquered by
,f what, b
iavc been unticip ted. The religion of a disposition to give to Him the honor of a work the power, as well as the grace, of pur Lord Jesus
feriniz Goths was in every instance, na- ) peculiarly his own. And if we ever enjoy, to Christ.
of the northern war- any great extent, the saving visitations of this Al
Yes, it becomes us to take into the account the
I some might he later mighty Agent,/they will be given in answer only
be earl
vyl’ich will follow the bestow
e universal concomi- to prayer: the coTiynysions of the day of Pente incalculable
hut the
anoii was Gothic na- cost wore given to the first Missionaries, as men ment of this -Jilessmg—a good rolling on, in a
assembled together in one place, and waiting for mighty torrent, age after age, till the earth is fil
moral revolution was effected, them. Those extensive and deep impressions of led with the knowledge of the Lord. Let the in
Cross seemed, as it were, to religion, which have been felt at different times fluences of the Holy Spirit be poured out, and
ol
;d in their mid-career. Much and in various places, have generally been pre then ad obstacles give way—whether these obsta
cles are connected with the state of the heathen
our Saxon ano estors were ex- ceded by the use of prayer and supplication.
bout
is idolatry of their fathers for
It is a most encouraging consideration, that we or the weakness of the instruments: and men will
bgiOn o .'br -.t, the Saracens attacked j have in these influences all that we can wish for; be made willing to renounce ail for Christ, for this
luthern
of the Koiiiiin empire; whether to meet the most unpromising individual will be the day of Divine power. The converted
of a few centuries, thev case, or to subdue the alienation of a world. No natives themselves, will be prepared by these in
<1 b
ythic Turcomans. Each persons could be apparently farther from the fluences, to become the most efficient agents in
tible conquerors obtained kingdom of God than the hearers of the Apostle the work of conversion. Missionary funds too, in
mt
iponthe Roman platform : Peter: some of them had scarcely washed from consequence of this success, will flow into the
and A ffica, and Spain: their hands the blood of the Son of God; and yet Missionary Treasury. And the spirit of prayer
: territory of the Eastern three thousand persons, forming also the most he itself will be increased, from these encourage
■k tl wide difference of the re terogeneous concourse that were ever collected ments given in answer to our petitions. And thu
ntier invaders, who seized upon together, were converted under one simple dis the life and salvation of millions will be given to
Ionian dominion from the north, course.
believing prayer, whiie success has been, and will
rion of the vanquished; though
To urge us to greater diligence in seeking the for ever be, denied to our most splendid efforts
n to a well known maxim of Pa- Divine assistance, we should consider, that the without it.
Dr. Ward.
th ucoc.«8 of their votaries was the whole progress of the dispensation of mercy thro’
' power of the gods: all those l he world, is inseparably connected with, prayer.
For the Gambier Observer.
in
n planted themselves upon the 1. How long had the pious Jews to pray and wait
AMERICAN SEAMEN S FRIEND SOCIETY.
rom the nouth-east and the east, for the Consolation of Israel? Christ was not ob
Landlubbers as we are, living here far back m
liy rejet
the religion of the vanquished, tained then, without the prayers of the Church. the west—many of us not having so much as see,
intinued to b pertinaciously animated by a 2. If there ever was a being on earth to whom
the vasty deep, it might appear perhaps, we could
frit
j.„f
hostility against it.
prayer was unnecessary, it must have been the not have much attention to bestow on the above
difference between the two cases is suffi- Lord Jesus Christ; and yet he spent whole nights
striking: hut the matter does not rest here. in prayer to his Heavenly Father; nor could he named society. Yet on the principle of Terences
ler r<
that
te nation were rapidly finish salvation till he had prayed in an agony “Homo sum, &c.”—that the class of person*'
wl le the Sa cens and the three times. 3. Further, the reason given why he whose improvement it aims, like ourselves, an,
human beings; and on the Christian principletha
l unhappy singuki
were reject- can save unto the uttermost, is, because he ever they are beings for whom Christ died; we are dis'
rom such being th fact, it would be hveth to make intercession. 4. It would appear
I b ieve, to produce i y prominent in from the eighth verse of the second Psalm, that the posed to take a deep interest in their wehare-y
iti
Miversioi to Christianity, possession of the Heathen, also, by the Saviour is Knowing the neglected and degraded state 11
a irmg diich the anceswhich they long lay, it rejoices us to see any sl!-nf
lbs
it to the r
suspended upon his petitions—Ask of me, and I
it L
ai received it as their di.a!l give thee the Heathen for thine inheritance, fyc. of amelioration. Knowing also what an inestnrS'
fait
xicans and the Pe- o. I he blessings of Pentecost, it appears, were ble privilege it is to hear the church-going bell oi
the Sabbath morning, and actually to go with tni
half exterminated, given while the Apostles were, with one accord
in multitude to the house of God, with the voice
ce of our religion ; one place, waiting to be endowed with power from
joy and praise—with the multitude that kee hoi
r own days, on better principles and to
remain as I and, in
a nurer mode of fiiiJ'. *e petty islands which are
willed by the great Pacittc ocean may have been
oi the ti ’igious
? converted: but what are these, when
nav deliber ly re- ] nationally
contrasted with the vast field for Missionary ex
they
have
ne'cer
:aust
■events such exa- ertion, which stretches far into comparatively ciiral corruption ot vilized Asia1 Individually, some conquests
may have been made by the pious and laborious
men, who have undertaken the mighty task. But
?ssed
in
bi
j of his what has been done nationally? W hat has been
that
<tcnt of done upon a grand scale? What has been eftectalelv ipon u
s
or th ed, whi h bears any resemblance or proportion to
arum
r triumphs of the Cross? Both Romannor by
-“not
ist, and Protestant, and Greek, are alike compell
oith th
ed to rive the same desponding answer—just no
thin ?. Look at Persia—look at Arabia—look at
if they
Bout m and Thibet—look at Tartary—look at
'in them
Ilmdostan—look at China: in one word, cast your
;i; OF CHRIST DONE? e” over the whole of Southern Asia with its de
r circumstance resnect- pendent islands—and what do you behold? No
Uhristianity which can uilhoe is the Cross nationally triumphant: every
arresting the attention where, an incalculable majority of the people eitudent of history. The
bow to the idols of Paganism, or are besotted
’tide, is this—-the amaz hrou1 h the delusionof Mahomedanism.
FABER.
on of the Gospel during
our Lord’s ascension to
Lively slow and trilling ON THE DUTY AND BENEFIT OF MORE FER
"»V~

would
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day; we can feel for those, who by the duties of enforcement,—to be kept constantly before the seat of the papal authority, the very source of tht
ieir very necessary callings, are debarred from mind. The day has long since passed when an bigotry, superstition, and delusion of the Catholic
,is regular use of the means of grace, and there- apothegm, the annunciation of a truth, long fami religion. The day we arrived here, we stopped a
foie have been highly delighted at the perusal of liar to the minds of <nen, though not perhaps pre fe-w moments at what are called the holy stairs;
the second annual report oi the Seamen’s Friend viously embodied in the most quaint and apposite and saw persons going up on their knees. These
Society, lately read at an anniversary meeting in words, can advance the fortunate discoverer to a stairs are twenty-six in number, and are said to
New-York. It appears the benevolent are doing high rank among the benefactors of mankind.— have been brought from Jerusalem, and to be the
much towards relieving the difficulties and disad Society, at this day, regards that man as her best ones over which our Savior passed, in going to and
vantages of their condition, both by affording them ; friend who utters plain truths in a plain manner, from Pilate’s house. A person can be absolved
Christian instruction and removing them from little caring whether they bear the impress of what from all sin for three thousand years, by going up
temptations to sin. Efforts have been made to in is called originality, or whether they are drawn these stairs once On his knees. From being con
duce our government to increase the number of from the store-house of ancient wisdom, or whe stantly passed over, they have been so much worn,
naval chaplaincies, and with some success. More and ther they are contemporary truths, receiving from that they are now covered with thick plank, which
more zealous men, are employed in that capacity. the transmission a more extensive circulation.
the people kiss at every step, repeating a prayer
The commander of one of our ships of war has
Without doubt many have been deterred from at the same time; this is indeed the only way they
acted as chaplain to his own ship; and it is admit communicating their sentiments through the co can be crossed at all, for no one is allowed to walk
ted on all hands that the moral character of our lumns of a periodical by a fear that a want of over them.
navy is improving: in one vessel there has been originality will be objected to them; and also by
At the church a few’ days since, a person showed
a revival of religion. The cause of temperance the supposition that they can do no more than us the portico, or rather pillars of it, thorugh which
seems to be making progress amongst sea-faring dress in their own words, truths, which, as they Christ passed in going to Pilate’s house; a stone
men. In all our ports some vessels ship their think, must be familiar to the minds of all, because on which his clothes were laid when he was cruci
crews with the condition that there be no ardent they are so to their own. It should be remem fied; a marble column which was split from end to
spirits used on board, and nearly, all that sail from bered, however, that, as just observed, society is end at the moment of the crucifixion; the well at
New-Haven, Conn, are manned with this express not so much benefited by the discovery of new which Christ talked with the woman of Samaria;
understanding. In our larger sea-ports there are truths, as the diffusion of old ones; the invention and the table at which the last supper was eaten.
Mariners' Churches which are well attended; and of new maxims of conduct, as in the enforcement The well is white marble, it cannot be called a
often may those hardy tars, who have stood un of those, the utility of which, has been ascertained well, but the top of one; the table is not more
moved amidst the conflicts of the elements, be by repeated experiments;—that he who makes than four feet square, yet the man gravely assured
seen melting into tears of penitence under the others acquainted with sentiments drawn from us that Christ and all the disciples sat around it.
preaching of the cross. As another means of im sources to which they have not access, is the bene
At the same church are many valuable relics;
provement, tracts are circulated amongst them, factor of those individuals; and it is a matter of viz. a lock of the virgin Mary’s hair, many pairs of
and in many ships libraries are formed, from which little importance to us when we are walking in the her shoes; a vial of the blood of Christ; also, one
the seamen, in the intervals of duty and storm, full effulgence of light, whether it all emanates of the water which flowed from his side; a large
derive both pleasure and profit. “The Sailors’ directly from the orb of day, or much of it is re piece of the true cross, and the rods of Moses and
Magazine,” especially, has been very useful. Our flected from the numerous objects with which it Aaron; these we did not see, as they- are only ex
seamen appear also to be improving in thriftiness has incorporated itself.
hibited on great occasions.
as well as temperance. Their foolish prejudices
Religious periodicals serve as a medium of
There are a great number of relics which were
against saving banks are vanishing, and in that of transmission through which the light and know brought by the empress Helena io this city; in
New-York they have deposited nearly 30,000 dol ledge enjoyed in one part of the country may be one church is the cradle in which Christ was rocked
lars. One of the most judicious plans which have carried to another more destitute part—the truths when an infant; these things are all worshiped, by
resulted from the labors of this society. has been so common in one place as to Jib there truisms, the people, kneeling whenever they are exhibited.
to establish boarding houses for the accommoda may be disseminated in another where their salu While in another church a few days since, a mari
tion of sailors, from which all bad company is ex tary influence is absolutely necessary to insure the asked us if we wished to see the print of the foot
cluded, and where gambling and drinking are not prosperity and happiness of society.
of Christ; we did not see it, but have since learned
allowed.—There are nine such boarding houses in
Those who cannot view, without regret, the that Christ once appeared to some saint in a dream,
New-York. The evil they must prevent is incal cloud of evils which darkens the aspect of society; and left the print of his foot on the floor!
culable. The society has also sent out the Rev. who lament the prevalence of ignorance with its
In St Peter’s church, is a brazen image of that
David Abeel as “ Chaplain to the American Sea attendants, private vice, and public insecurity;
men and others in the port of Canton,” hoping who are anxious to make every effort to check the saint, said to have been made of a bronze statue of
that the measure may be blessed, not only to the torrent of intemperance that so often sweeps away Jupiter; these the Catholics bow and kneel to; one
accomplishment of the important object immedi in its resistless course, property, happiness and foot which projects over the pedestal, has been
ately in view, but also may prepare the way for morality; who are prompted by affection to the worn away by the kisses of the'people; they first
the introduction of the Gospel into the great em cause of humanity, to present every encourage wipe it, then kiss it, aud touch their foreheads and
pires of China and Japan. God grant that it may ment to the practice of virtue, and to the aban chins: when in the church we saw the brother
be so, and that Christ’s kingdom may con e and donment of vice; who would call upon their fellow of the king of Naples with his wife, and suit, kiss
his will be done on earth as it is in heaven, and at mortals to turn their eyes away from regarding, it very devoutly. As one of the Roman curiosi
sea as it is on land!
W.
with so much interest, the perishing trnnsierft ties, we have visited the ceils where St. Peter was
things of this world, and fix them upon the im confined nine months by Nero; in the solid stone
Fur the Gambler Observer.
perishable and transcendant.ly magnificent things wall was shown us the entire print of a face made
PERIODICALS.
of the next, can find an opportunity in the columns by St Peter knocking his head; it was covered
The establishment of a religious periodical gives of a religious periodical, which cannot, perhaps, with a grate, to prevent its being worn away by
to those who will avail themselves of the opportu elsewhere be so effectually afforded, of making the kisses of the multitude who visit it. In another
nity, the power of extending their usefulness be known their sentiments on such important matters, we saw the stone pillar to which he was chained,
yond the reach of personal influence. So limited of doing something for the good of mankind, and and the spring which, sprang up miraculously when
is the sphere in which most men move, and so of making some addition to the aggregate of hu he baptised the jailor and his friends.
The place has been evidently used as a prison ;
small is the number who can, by actual acquaint man knowledge.
G. II.
but that St. Peter was confined there, is, I think,
ance, derive encouragement from their example,
ROMANISM AS IT IS.
extremely doubtful. It is said there are more than
or wisdom from their instruction, that, unless there
The following letter written by one of our one hundred and sixty churches in this city. Ca
were some means by which the voice, of warning
and of prudence might be carried and heard, be countrymen, now in Europe, has been sent us for puchins are abundant, and monks and priests are
yond the circle in which it was uttered, benevo insertion, by a gentleman of this city. It is from met with in great numbers in the streets. An
lence must often have to lament the existence of a highly respectable source. That those who image of the virgin Mary is the principal object of
circumstances thwarting her designs and prevent wish to hide from the eyes of our citizens, the real worship; it is found on every corner of the streets,
ing her from bestowing those benefits upon man deformity of the Roman Catholic Religion will de and on many private houses; lamps are ligiitcd in
kind, which her liberal heart had devised. Facts, ny its authenticity, we expect. If those who deny the front of them every night, to show the people
sentiments and opinions are floating loosely in the the correctness of all Protestant histories, which where they may say their prayers. I had no idea
minds of many, which, if made known, would be relate the truth concerning the Reformation, and of the length to which this image worship was car
as valuable to thousands, as they now are to the other subsequent events, deny the correctness of ried, till we came here: there is much more of it in
statements respecting their religion, we need not Italy than in France. I do not know of any thing
few to whom they are communicated.
we have met with that has shocked me more than
The great maxims of human conduct, the mo be surprised^
Rome, Oct. Atk, 1829.
to see the Deity in painting. It is common to see
tives to action, the excitements to virtue, the disWe are r.ow in this ancient and interesting city, the three persons of the Trinity in the same pic
suasives from vice, no longer derive their value
from their novelty, or depend for their effect upon once the seat of the arts, the mistress of the world; ture, and I have seen ihem in statuary.—Conn,
I their brilliancy. They cnly require continual but alas! what a change*is here; now it is the Observer,
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rch before whom we are to appear, is*,under the he appeared to be pleased with us, and sat down
‘EL
L ’
- •
and that the event will on an elevated seat—his hand resting on the hilt,
ss at Kiddennin-' control of Omnipotence;
of his word, and his eyes intently fixed on us.—
Moung Zah now began to read the petition. •
“ The emperor heard the petition, and stretched
Cheat!
out his hand. Moung Zah crawled forward and
.r
i ll nrin repine? Thy will, O God, be ever done; presented it. His majesty began at the top, and
On
' for ”,v wifi » inevitably «he wisest and the best deliberately read it through. In the mean time, I
d fi
, H
t c‘n io the streets ' “ 27.-We left the boat, and put ourselves under gave Moung Zah an abridged copy of the tract,
" ImmF dmeX' the conduct of Moung Yo. He earned us first to in which every offensive sentence was corrected,
,
cr.nons a you ,-iused Mya-day-men, as a matter of form; and there we and the whole put into the handsomest style and
1 I a word, when 1 came learnt, that the emperor had been privately ap- dress possible. After the emperor had perused
tlir
,,ir familu in a street i prised of our arrival, and said, ‘let them be rotro- the petition, he handed it back, without saying a
th>
word, and took the tract. Our hearts now rose to
„/
d liimn h, . name; and duced.’ We therefore proceeded to the palace,
d (.
ere were some streets where i At the outer gate, we were detained a long time, God for a display of his grace. “Oh, have mer
t!,., .ide „f a street I until the various officers were satisfied that we had cy on Burmah! Have mercy on her king!” But,
alas! the time was not yet come. He held the
tract long enough to read the two first sentences,
which assert, that there is one eternal God, who is
d the
ome persons in each ! yard. He received us very pleasantly, anti oiuoi independent of the incidents of mortality, and,
When I set upon ' ed us to sit before several governors and petty that, besides him, there is no God, and then, with
■ach family, and cate-I kings, who were waiting at his levee. We here, an air of indifference, perhaps disdain, he dashed
ery few families in all ‘ for the first time, disclosed our character and ob- it down to the ground! Moung Zah stooped for
..ie;
and those few were iject—told him, that we were missionaries or ‘pro- ward, picked it up-, and handed it to us. Mount;
the toi
1, who were so ignorant, pagators of religion;’ th.it we wished to appear be- Yo made a slight attempt to save us, by unfolding
town
•
were a u.i.ni d it should be manifest.— fore the emperor, and present our sacred books, one of the volumes which composed our present,
that tl
I
’
.
enilifs went from me without some tears, j accompanied with a petition. He took the pefci- and displaying its beauty; but his majesty took no
And ft
or seci ,-;v serious promises fur a godly life.—[ tion into his hand, looked over about half ot it, notice. Our fate was decided. After a few mo
Yet n v ignorant and ungodly persons there and then familiarly asked several questions about ments, Moung Zah interpreted his royal master's,
were « ; among us, but most of them were in the ' our God, and our religion, to which we replied.— will, in the following terms: “In regard to the ob
yarish id not in the town, and in those parts ol Just at this ciisis, some one announced that the jects of your petition, his majesty gives no order..
•re furthest from the town. ' golden foot was about to advance; on which the In regard to your sacred books, his majesty has n»
which
the parish
pi
, did competently understand j minister hastily rose up, and put on his robes of use for them—take them away.
ie of the poor i
and were able to judge in state, saying, that he must seize the moment to
“Somethingwasnowsaidaboutbrother Colman’s
Body of Divi
. Tiie temper of their minds present us to the emperor. We now found, that skill in medicine; upon which the emperor once
r lives was much more we had unwittingly fallen on an unpropitmus time, more opened his mouth, and said, “ Let them pro
The professors of seri- it being the day of the celebration of the late vic- ceed to the residence of my physician, the Portu
iduble tli
wei ;encr illyo
humbl liiinds i tory over the Cassays, and the very hour, when guese priest; let him examine whether they can be.
; of •etct, and quiet behaviour unto his majesty was coaling forth, to witness the dis useful to me in that line, and report accordingly.”
of amelessness and innoccncy in play made on the occasion. When the minister He then rose from his seat, strided on to the end
was dressed, he justsa d, ‘ How can you propagate , of the hall, and theie, after having dashed to the—Life and Times.
religion in this empire? But come along.’ Our' ground the first intelligence that he had ever rehearts sunk at these inauspicious words. He con-'! ceived of the eternal God, his Maker, his Preserv
AN EASn'.UN DESPOT.
no eve of the late war betw •en the Burmuns and Eng- ducted us through various splendor and parade, er, his Judge, he threw himself down on a cush
•ssrs. Judson A Coleman Missionaries in Burmali, until we ascended a flight of stairs, and entered a ion, and lay listening to the music, and gazing at
t it expedient to apply inp non to the Emperor for the most magnificent hall. He directed us where to the parade spread out before him.
of the religion which they were teaching. The fol sit, and took his place on one side; the present
“ As for us and our presents, we were hurried
ia an account of the interview ; and it gives us a good was placed-on the other, and Moung Yo, and ano away without much ceremony. We passed out of
the mingled haughtiness and servility exhibited in an ther officer of Mya-day-men, sat a little behind. the palace gates with much more facility than we
court. In reading it, one is struck with the confitrest The scene to which we were now introduced, entered, and were conducted first to the house of
modern Ahaxucrus” makes win, real,.V surpassed our expectation. The spacious Mya-day-men. There his officer reported our re
the conduct of
David, when, after contemplating the greatness of the extent of the hall, the number and magnitude ot ception; but in as favorable terms as possible; and
B ing, ns exhibited in his works, he exclaimed in the the pillars, the height of the dome, the whole com as his Highness was not apprized of our precise
pletely covered with gold, presented a most grand object, our repulse appeared, probably, to him,
of his heart, Loan what is man !
anuary 26, 1N20.—We set out early in the and imposing spectacle. Very few were present, not so decisive as we knew it tube. We were
ing, and repaired to the house of Mya-day- and those evidently great officers of state. Our next conducted two miles, through the sun aid
former viceroy of Rangoon, now one of the situation prevented us from seeing the farther ave dust of the streets of Ava, to the residence of the
ministers of state (Woongyee.) We gave nue of the hall; but the end, where we sat, opened Portuguese priest. He very speedily ascertained'
. valuable present, and another of less value into the parade, which the emperor was about to that we were m possession of no wonderful secret,
•; wife, the lady who formerly treated Mrs. inspect. W e remained about five minutes, when which would secure the emperor from ail disease,
in with so much politeness. They both ro every one put himself in the most respectful atti and make him live forever: and we were accord
Oei ll us very kindly, and appeared to interest tude, and Moung Yo whispered, that his majesty ingly allowed to take our leave of the reverend
1!u elves in our sucre s. We, however, did not had entered. We looked through the hall, as far Inquisitor, and retreat to our boat.”
• e our precise object; hut only petitioned j as the pillars would allow, and presently caught a
• ye to behold the golden face. Upon this, sight of this modern Ahasuerus. He came for
DR. FRANKLIN.
ghness committed our business to Moung Yo, ward, unattended—in solitary grandeur—exhibit
While the important question of the representa
t his favorite officers, and directed him to in- ing the proud gait and majesty of an eastern mo
ce us to . loimg Zah, one of the private rni- narch. His dress was rich, but not distinctive; tion of the states in the Senate was the subject of
and he earned in his hand, the gold-sheathed debate in the Convention which formed the present
s yi J.tate (Alwcn-woon,) with tl
sword,
which seems to have taken the place of the constitution of these United States, and the states
particular favor of Mya-day-men
nts tin
-" .sity of our petitioning and fee- sceptre ot ancient times. But it was his high as were equally divided upon it, Dr. Franklin moved
1 the r ibli< ministers of state, and proeur- pect and commanding eye, that chiefly riveted our tiiat prayers should be attended in the convention
irinal r mission fiom the high court of the attention. lie strided on. Every head, except every morning, and in support of his motion, thus
CTIipi
ing ours, was now in the dust. We remained kneel addressed the President:—Ed.
ing, our hands folded, our eyes fixed on the mo
“I
Mr. President—The small progress we have
ning, Moung ho, who lives near our
narch. When he drew near, we caught his atten- made after four or five weeks of close attendance,
boat,
‘ «>« to say that he would conduct us
♦o-m rrov • We lie down in sleepless anxiety.— 'xxn
stoPPed, partly turned towards us— and continual reasonings with each other, our dif
To-n irrowv s dawn will usher in the most eventful “ *vho are these? ’ “ The teachers, great king,” ferent sentiments on almost every question, several
---------- .ventful ‘ epl’ed* “ W hat, you speak Burman—the priests
day i our lives, io-morrow’s eve
of the las t producing as many noes as ayes, is, ml*
will close on
I heard of last night?” “When did you ar thinks, a melancholy proof of the imperfection ot
oom or th e blight of our fondest hopes__
“ Are you teachers of religion?” “Are the human understanding. We, indeed, seem t#
g to commit this business into the rive?
of our hi ?niy Father,—to feel that the you like the Portuguese priest ?” “ Are you mar- feel our own want of political wisdom, since we
Why
so?” These,
and
i« His, not our that the heart of the mo- cried?’
all tu/uui
about niotcuvu
in search of it.
* do you‘* dress —
——
svA j have
uuv been
much running cm.
"
e ot -r similar questions, we answered; when { have gone back to ancient history for models ol

GAMBIER OBSERVER
government, and examined the different forms of J or shops on Sunday. That this custom prevails in , cess-confident, because tiie sure promises of God, and the
those republics which, having been originally all Catholic countries in the world; that they have moral and religious character of the people, when they are du
formed, with the seeds of their own dissolution, inherited these maxims from their forefathers, and ly roused to serious reflection, give us reason to expect it.
now no longer exist; and we have viewed modern are tolerated in them by their ozvn church-, and to The question relating to the Indians is placid in different cir
states all round Europe, but find none of their this day, their conduct has never been called into cumstances. The decision upon them must operate immedi
constitutions suitable to our circumstances. In question in New-Orleans, the capital of our sister ately and definitively : there will he little room left for reme
this situation of this assembly, groping, as it were, state of Louisiana.
dy, should an error be committed, and none for retraction. It
in the dark, to find political truth, and scarce able
is fug this reason we would call upon our Christian readers, to
to distinguish it when presented to us, how has it ____ GAM3IER OBSERVER.
bear in mind the scriptural precept quoted above, and pray
happened, sir, that we have not hitherto once
Him, in whose hands are the hearts of all men, to guide the
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, MAY 28, 1830.
thought of humbly applying to the Father of
---------------------------------------------------------- _—------ - counsels of our government and lead them to conclusion;; con
Lights to illumine our understandings? In the ' It is with unfeigned diffidence the present publication is sonant with justice, mercy and truth. In an article on ano
beginning of the contest with Great Britain, when commenced. Entire inexperience in matters of the kind, and ther page, it appears that in one of the most critical periods of
we were sensible of danger, we had daily prayers the heavy pressure of other duties prior id obligation and para our political history, Franklin became so fully sensible of the
in this room for divine protection! Our prayers, mount in importance, make us feel a real distrust of our com reality and necessity of Providential interference in the con
sir, were heard, and they were graciously answered. petency to the undertaking. Why then, it may he asked, is the cerns of tiie nation, as to propose a direct appeal to Heaven
Ail of us who were engaged in the struggle, must thing attempted? In answering the question we can truly say,
have observed frequent instances of a superinten it is not with the expectation of personal emolument; for should for aid. The present occasion seems to urge upon us a simi
ding Providence in our favor. To that kind Pro any profits arise from the work, they are pledged to charita- lar resort. Toe questions pending are such as may carry in
vidence we owe this happy opportunity of consult ble purposes. Nothing can accrue to us but trouble and ex their decision a great blessing or a great curse. That God
ing in peace, on the means of establishing our fu pense. We engage in this enterprise only with the hope of exercises retributive justice towards nations, as v/el! as indi
viduals, is clearly taught by scripture, and as clearly by expe
ture national felicity. And have we now forgotten
promoting, in some small degree, through the blessing of the rience : the liistory of the world proves it on every page. The
that powerful friend? or do we imagine we no
longer need his assistance? I have lived, sir, a Spirit, the reign of righteousness and peace in the earth. The only dnieience is, that nations can be requited only’ in time,
long time; and the longer I live, the more convin set time to favor Zion seems to have arrived ; and we, amidst for tn time only have they existence as such; w bereas individ
cing proofs I see of this truth, that God governs in the crowd of his more efficient servants, would offer ourselves uals may eat of the fruit of their doings both, in time and eter
the affairs of men! And if a sparrow cannot fall as feeble but willing instruments in accomplishing God’s pur nity. The love of country, therefore, as well as the love of
to the ground without his notice, is it probable poses of mercy.) We have been led to entertain the hope that man, should unite all hearts in prayer to the God of nations,
that, an empire can rise without his aid? We we might be useful in this way, in consequence of the paucity that nothing may be done which shall call down national
have been assured, sir, in the sacred writings, that of religious periodicals in the West, and the earnest desire judgments upon us; but ‘‘that peace and happiness, truth and
“except the Lo;d build the house, they labor in whicii many have expressed, to have one adapted to the wants justice, religion and piety may be established among us for all
vain that build it." 1 firmly believe this; and I al of this section of our country, and giving circulation to news generations.”
so believe, that without his concurring aid, we of a local nature, which, though most interesting to them
Since writing the above wc have learned that the petition
shall succeed in th s political building no better could not so conveniently find a place in papers published against Sunday mails have been rejected by the Senate.
than the builders of Babel; we shall be divided by east of the mountains. But though there is Abundant room
Episcopal Churches in Ohio.—It is truly gratifying
our little partial interests, our projects will be con for a p iper of this description, and many circumstances seem
founded, and we ou: selves shall become a reproach to promise it success, we are deeply sensible it cannot be ade mark the progress of several parishes in this diocese, notwith
and by-word down to future ages. And what is quately sustained without the general co-operation of our standing the disadvantages under which they have laboured,
worse, mankind may hereafter, from tiiis unfortu friends; and their aid will be necessary, not only in encour and arc still labouring from the paucity of their numbers, tl*l:
nate instance, despair of establishing governments aging its circulation, but also in contributing to its co scantiness of their means, and the want of regular clerical
by human wisdom, and leave it to chance, w ar, or lumns. Wc would, therefore, earnestly request our brethren ministrations. It is such as may well inspire gratitude to
conquest.
throughout the diocese, especially those of the clergy, to take wards the Divine Head of the Church, and encourage to re
I therefore beg leave to move, that henceforth, up their pens in its support. Articles on -t.iy of the subjects newed exertion, those who have inad,; a commencement in
prayers, imploring the assistance of Heaven, and mentioned in our prospectus, indited in the spirit which it any good work. There are at tiffs time, places for public wor
bis blessings on our deliberations, be held in this professes, will be most thankfully received; and those upon ship in a course of erection in four different parishes—Wor
assembly every morning before we proceed to bu matters of a parochial and diocesan nature will be peculiarly thington, Berkshire, Mount VtTnon and Gambier. In the
siness; and that one or more of the clergy of this acceptable. That they be induced to favor us with such, it is two former places the buildings are under cover; in the two
city be requested to olliciate in that service.
only necessary that they reflect how much good they might do latter not so far advanced. Besides these, there are other pa

Unitarians in England.—The last number
of the Monthly Repository, the official organ of
the Unitarian body in this country, gives a most
hopeless account of the state of their cause. The
running title of the article is, “ Unitarians rich,
yet inefficient;” and the statements in the text
correspond to the title, for it is confessed that the
“ Unitarian Missionary Association, during the last
year, is an almost total failure;” that the “spirit
of Unitarianism is not a missionary spirit;” that of
their chapels, “the tale is brief and mournful;”
that their assemblies for public worship are ill at
tended; that they can with difficulty, support a
single periodical publication; that their institutions
for religious purposes are “lew and languishing;”
that, “although for numbers, the Unitarians are
the richest body of religionists in the kingdom,
they contribute the least to religious objects;”
and, most painful of all that in India itself, where
they looked for most, they are without a mission
ary, and unable to keep up a single chapel.—
London Christian observer.
AnTl-SABBATH MEETING AT MOBILE.----If
Protestants wish to know what effect the preva
lence of Popery in this country will have upon re
ligious institutions which they sacredly regard, let
them read the following resolution; which is one
of a series, adopted a few weeks since, at a public
meeting of those citizens in Mobile opposed to the
closing of stores on Sunday morning.—N. Y- Ohs.
Resolved, That a portion of the present meeting
is composed of Roman Catholics, whose religious
opinions do not compel them to close their stores

to the cause of Christ and the sons of men, by thus contribu rishes preparing to engage in similar undertakings, as those of
ting of the fruit of their reading and experience; and conse Columbus and Radnor, where subscriptions for the purpose
quently how obligatory the duty of so doing.
are in circulation with fair prospects of success
Of the pa
rishes above mentioned, Worthington and Columbus arc un 
Prayer for Civil Rulers.—It may sometimes have ap der the pastoral care of Rev. Wm. I’reston; and Radnor and
peared to Episcopalians, that the prayers for Congress and for Berkshire, of the Rev. Nathan Stem. In Cincinnati, St.
the President and others in civil authority, were dispropor- Paul’s parish, of which Rev. Samuel Johnston has charge,
tioned, both in length and frequency of use, to other parts of have lately purchased a place of worslffp from another deaonih
the Liturgy; but a crisis like that now’existing in our Con nation, and are fitting it up for their own use.
gressional ’affairs, has a tendency to show the. wisdom of those
who compiled our excellent formularies of devotion, in follow Liberia and the Slave Trade.—At the dose of a letter
ing so exactly the Apostolic injunction: “I exhort therefore, lately received by a person in Hartford, Con. from Mr. J. B.
that, first of all, supplications, prayers, intercessions and giving Russwurm, superintendent of tho schools in the colony of J.
of thanks be made for all men; for kings and for all in au beria, we have the following word.;:—
“The slave trade never was carried on with more vessels, n-.;r
thority that we, may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all god
liness and honesty.”
At the present time the character of with greater vigor, than at present. Even now while I am
writing, slavers are within tbrtv-finir miles of the colony, at
our country, and, if God be a Righteous Judge, its prosperity Cape Mount. It is a disgrace that our Government should
also, are in a measure nt stake. The fate of the unhappy Ab be so dead on the subject. The morning we arrived, we spoke
origines of this western world, is soon to be decided, and an American schooner off this harbor, which, the colonists in
formed me, they verily believed to be engaged in this nefa
Congress is about ty decide, by a solemn vote, or else by si
rious traflick.”.
lence as expressive as a vote, whether they fee! justified, in the
The pain which such a statement s.s tiffs produces, is some
exercise of their legislative powers, to contravene the legisla
what relieved by the account which Mr. Russwurm gives of
tion of Heaven, and to sanction a law which desecrates the day
the thriving, prosperous condition of the colony itself; and
which God has set apart for tho purposes of religion. We do
his testimony on this latter subject is the more valuable, as he
not feci, however, in this latter case, that of the Christian
was for a long time opposed to the Society under whose pat
Skbhatli, the same intense and anxious interest, that we feel
ronage the Colony was first planted, and has but lately become
in the former; not because it seems to us an unimportant
a convert to its views. The assurance of such a witness must
matter : on the contrary, it is one of viral interest to all, indi
be specially consoling to the benevolent in Ohio, as those free
vidually, sociidly and politically; but because though God’s
blacks of the state who have been compelled by our laws to
laws he in this way broken and insulted for a time, room is
seek a refuge in Upper Canada, are not likely to find a resting
left for future amendment. Petitions may be again and again
place even there. The Canadians seem as unwilling to receive
renewed; and though as in the case of the abolition of slavery
them, as our people are to retain them. Should they ulti
by the British Parliament, it may take years to effect the glo
mately be refused a settlement in that uncoitgcnud climate, ar 1
rious and righteous object., w we confident of ultimate suc

G \MBTER OBSERVER*
Mr. Peel has an
nounced his intention to bring in a bill in which
the punishment of death, in many cases of forgery,
will be done away with.
The English East India Company__ It ap.
pears from the examinations of the Committee in
the British House of Lords on the affairs of the
East India Company, that the territorial expenses
of these merchant kings, on an average of the last
three years, exceed the revenue by £1,877,000,
and that the interest of the debt amounts to £2,•!ihi i bi u <J
' By fSopS\Vhite, in St. Peter’s church, Phila
>lir <»piiU(>n, as urea
100,000. The annual dividends are only £630,000.
hers, o lav lnfore eur readers delphia, on Easter eve, thirty persons.
Thus the annual incumbrances are more than six
h wuurik
on this important and
By Bishop Hobart, in St. John s church Brook times the amount of the dividends. The Compa
we may be able to
lyn,
on (he 4th of April, twenty seven persons.
ny owe twenty millions more than their assets, and
nUMtfing «
' Rcmovals.-Yhe Rev. S. W. Beardsley has re their annual loss as sovereigns exceeds their gain
the Journal of HumanIt appears
signed his charge of the church at Le Roy, and as merchants by £3,347,000. Why then, it may
lessor S*ewart and Mr. S towc of Andover, have u iil act as missionary at Onondaga Hill and James be asked, is this great monopoly tolerated? It is,
/ut.'.iiib 1 or the present, th inter ition of publishing the ville, to the former ol which he has removed.
for the sake of the patronage of an annual expen
iquirer," of which a Pr wpectus was issued by
The Rev. Palmer Dyer, late editor of the Epis diture exceeding twenty-three millions of pounds.
L They are eonstrained to do so, not having re- copal Watchman, published at Hartford Gt., has
Tour of Discovery.—Two young men, Messrs.
•axed a suff dent ir.unber of s ubscril ter to warrant the un- accepted an invitation to the care of St. Paul s Richard and John Lander, have sailed from Ports
J-'i taking. An, however, the p an is i ot finally given up, and church, Syracuse.
mouth, Eng. for the western coast of Africa, being
♦
i*< it pronuiH. S ill welt able hand s, to subserve, most materially
The Rev. Wm. L. Keese, we understand, is employed by government to explore the source of
SwreJ Li tent urc ii our country, it is hoped the about relinquishing the charge of the church in the Niger, and trace it to its termination. The
I Hindi of tl e Bible, and the I*ivers € f philological learning, Brownville, Jefferson county, and will accept the first named is the sole survivor of the late missions
notlier effort to prex ent a total failure.
rectorship of St. Paul’s church, Albany.,
to Africa, arid was a companion of Clapperton.
'fhe Rev. R. Bury, late rector of St Paul’s, Al Their course will be from Budagry to Katunga,
•d that tlic form of our paper is different
bany, is about to remove to Detroit, for the pur
prop. ed—quarto instead of folio, pose of becoming the minister of the Protestant and thence to Baussa, where Mungo Park was
lost.—African Repository.
till* approbation of such sub*
Episcopal church in that place.
will we trust, be agreeable to
Rev. Samuel Fuller, jun. late of Washington
SUMMARY.
tear for a few weeks, when we College, Hartford, having accepted the invitation
The ship’s company of the Receiving Ship at
lore materials from which to of Grace church, in this town, to become their
p.lJR than at present. In the rector, will commence his services in that capacity the Navy Yard, Charlestown, Mass, have ail, by
the advice of their officers, voluntarily commuted
hold subscription papers will please to on Sunday next.—Providence Mirror.
r friend.*:. generally, will have an oppor'l'he Rev. Leonidas Polk has been unanimously their allowance of whiskey for money.
ir objiet by obtaining for us new sub* called to be assistant minister of the Monumental
The citizens of Yarmouth, 80 to 28, have di
church, Richmond, Va. of which the Rt. Rev. Dr. rected the select men to appoint no retailers of
Moore is Rector. The Rev. R. Croes, the former spirits, and also, 63 to 31, to approbate no taverners.
Erin
i. Visitation.—It is mentioned for the conve- assistant of Bishop Moore has been called as the
The Grand Jury, for the Territory of East Flo
of 111 } parishes concerned, that Bishop Chase purposes,
permission, Io perforin official duties in the follow- assistant minister of St. Paul’s church, Troy, N. Y. rida, for Duval County, presented at the last ses
uring the month of ,/w/ie.
sion of the Superior Court, as a nuisance, the
In )l
lire, on N:itn(d:iy, J2th, nt eleven o’clock A. M.
POLITICAL.
keeping open of shops on the Sabbath.
In II
are, on Sunday, l.'ltti,
do
Expense of removing the Indians.—Ac
In P
, on Saturday and .Sunday, lffth & 20lli, do
Four entire counties in the State of Ohio have
In C
ibos, on I’riday, 25th,
do
cording to the estimate furnished by the War De adopted a plan of giving a tract, monthly, to eve
lingion, on Sunday, 27th,
do
partment, the expense of removing the Indians, as ry family within their limits.
contemplated by the bill which has passed the Se
At recent meetings of the Bible Societies cf
iiual meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Society of
it' - n’ld its vicinity, held in the College ball, on nate, wiil probably amount to several millions of Alabama and South Carolina, the Governors of
oi 1 ebruary last, the following resolution was dollars. Heretofore the expense of removal, and the respective states presided.
one year’s maintenance,' has been equal to 55 dol
W, W
By the revised statutes of New-York, which
ertions, wc endeavor to re- lars for every soul. The number to be removed
2 to
licptures within the reach
have lately gone into operation, a prisoner is not
is
computed
at
60,000.
The
Secretary,
however,
County by the end of this
thinks that under a system of contracts, less than required to confess his guilt, or tell a lie, when he
this work, the officers and 50 dollars a-piece would be sufficient, and about has committed an offence and is arraigned for tri
; the annual meeting, cv- t-Ko millions enough for the whole object. The al. The question now put, is, “ Do you demand a
l one thousand and twenty
lands, improvements, &c. which the Indians .leave, trial on this indictment?" instead of the question
•it eiiil eighty one were found
guilty or not guilty?-—Journal of Humanity.
me new and thinly settled are to be paid for besides, and, if any thing like
Twenty Arab boys have arrived at the Central
es, forty nine of them were the value ol (hem be paid, will cost an immense
es and more than hnf of sum.—Fredonian.
Schools of the British and Foreign School Socie
aritahle nid of the Society
Receipts and Expenditures of the United Stales’ ty. They were sent over by the Pacha of Egypt,
Bibles. and 2; •> Testament* Governmeift since 1789.—The aggregate of receipts and are to be educated in the English language
the aln vc Society.— from 1 789 to 1829 inclusive, including nearly 41 and trained as school-masters for opening schools
years, is, from tha customs, 520,296,606 89; in in Egypt*—ib.
I he Temperance Society of Glasgow (Scot
ternal revenue, 22,204,438 03; direct taxes, 12,AK
;sd.T
nng the 1 1th
land,) within one month, circulated nearly 50,000
; <'base, D. D., the Rev. 702,597 11 ; postage, l,B90,275.91; public lands,
trinity Church, Columbus 32,130,527 80; loansand treasury notes, 156,181,- tracts on the subject of temperance.
• ingtoi), to Mrs, Maria S. .1/8,57; dividends and sales of bank stock and
A State Temperance Society was formed in In
I.
wn, Esq., of this place.
bonus, 4,413,506 30; miscellaneous, 4,672,744 17. diana during the late session of the legislature.
Hie expenditures during the same period, were,
Illinois College.—This Institution is now organ
IN T EI a EIGEN CE.
for the civil list, 32,400,706 44; foreign inter ized ; the buildings are nearly ready for the re
Ecclesiastical?"
!
course, 23,225,074 49; military service, includ ception of students, and in a few days its interest
Bis
Onderdonk, in Philadel- ing fortdit ations, ordnance, internal improvements, ing labors will be commenced.
th.
h, Mr. Matthew H. Hen- &c. 175,489,957 $6; miscellaneous, 26,991,517 23;
A public meeting was advertised to be held in
revolutionary pensions, 14,174,274 33; other pen
Bi i wen in Charleston, on the 14th. sions, 6,110,172 44; Indian department 10.520,- London on the 4th of February, for the purpose
R,
Alexander W. Marshall, Priest, 582 57; naval establishment, 101,656,137 64; pub of forming “a Metropolitan Temperance Society ”
Hobart, ip New York, on the 8th. of lic debt, 362,719,701 34.
Mr. Edward Caird, Arbroath, has publicly an
H
Rt John M. Guion, Priest.
nounced that the Millenium is to take place on the
By shop Onder
29th February, 1832, at 55 minutes and 30 se
in Philadelphia, on the
FOREIGN.
pril, the Rev. ( ‘tjC kirke, and the liev
conds past IIP. M.—Irish paper.
file Society of Friends in Ireland have petition
The Times denies that it is the intention of the
ed Parliament for the abolition of the punishment Duke cf Wellington to reduce the revenue of the
,n relation to the Colothey should become
It M most earnestly to 1* wished
African Colony were
wul
us: itM* w< have every testimony,
nt of morals worldly
that
IumIDl, it pr.-«iltx as des irable a field as could at
ed in a new OOUntry, to any man of enterprise ;
<Mie who in direct in,X his c oursc thither, is leaving
qgratUtioa wd 'lira dam: the thraldom either of

M enwtwwu
v iu Afuca
1 XMglloud*.
ami

J., «:
u«_ Moore, in
nicHiiiuuu, on the 11th of of death in cases of forgery.
Bishop
in Richmond,

Aprt , Mr. Leonidas Polk,Deacon.
/frf_By Bishop Brownell, on the 22d
Con
St. Paul's church, New Haven; and on the
6th’inst’ the”new" church in Pomfret.
By Bishop Onderdonk, on the 6th inst. Trim y
Chapel, Wilmington, Delaware.
Confirmed—My Bishop Onderdonk, in St. John s
Church, N. L. Pniladelphia, on the 4th ot April,
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Church, and., apply the amount saved to the ex:-. eight instructors, there are at present, in this rising I
STUDIES PURSUED IN COLLEGE.
gencies of the State ; but states that some of the Seminary, seventy nine scholars in the collegiate,:
FRESHMAN CLASS.
CECO.4D SESSION.
FIRST SESSION.
Bishops have been consulted on the propriety of and thirteen in the partial course.
1. Livy, (Fire Books)
1. Pay'. Algebra
2.
Gncca
Majora,
(
Herod.,
Xen
>.
Gr.
Ma}., (Homer, lies., A/fi.
equalizing the revenues of its ministers.—ib.
The oificers of the United States army, stationed Cyrup. Sr Anab., Thenph., -’Ll., Ith< <!., Isocrates)
Polyie.
1
X
Horace
It is said, that when, in the first North Ameri at Old Point Comfort, Va., have petitioned the | 3. Adam’s Homan Antiquities
4. Ancient Geography
can Congress, the Divine blessing was invoked President for the appointment of a Chaplain for 4. Cleveland’s Greek Antiquities 5. Tvtl *r’s History.
SOPHOMORE CLASS.
upon their deliberations, General Washington was that station.
!. Gr Majora, (first vol. finished)
1. Playfair’s Euclid
Gr. Maj., < X.vi. Memor., Plato, c Excerpta Lat., , Cicero)
the only individual who assumed the kneeling pos
American Tract Society.—During the absence ' 2. Lysias.,
X Day’s I -ignn.j uctry, Mensura
Demosthenes,
ture.—New- York Observer.
tion. Surveying .ntl Navigation
Latina, Curttus, Pa~
of the Rev. Dr. Milnor in England, the Rev. G.; 3. Excerpta
4. Jameison’s lthttoric
Uulnctilian)
Lord William Bentinck, the Governor General j T. Bedeil has been requested to occupy his place' 4. tcrc..,
Hedge’s Logic
of India, has issued a proclamation abolishing the in the Committee of publication of the American! 1. Dutton’s Conic Sections,JUNIOR
Spheri 1. Tacitus
cal Trigonometry and Geometry 2. Enfield’s Philosophy
inhuman practice of burning Hindoo Widows, Tract Society.—Philad. Rec.
3. Faley’s Natural Theology
2. Gr.
.2nd out. finished)
which has so long prevailed in India.
4. Chemistry
Capt. Harvey, of the Ship Dunfries, for Liver 3. Enfield’s Philosophy, (begun)
The whole number of persons who were confin pool (belonging to Messrs. N. & S. Adair, of Bal 4. Faley’s Moral PhilosophySENIOR GLASS.
1. Butler’s Analogy
’s Philosophy
ed in the Debtor’s Prison, in New-York City, in timore) shipped in one day, his full complement of 2.1. Stewart
2. Camphell’3 Philosophy of lihet.
Payne’s Philosophy
1828, was 1085 ; the amount of their debts was hands, embracing in Ins conditions, that no pro 3. Wilson’s Evidcs. of Christianity X Say’s Polil’-d Economy
h Review of Latin and Creek
De Oratore
55,409 dollars; the COSTS amounted to 362,626 fane language should be used, nor ardent spirits 4. Cicero
During the whole College Course, a portion of tlie Grce.t 1 es~
dollars.
allowed on board the ship; and that the crew tament on Monday mornings; Religious exercises and Bible
The aggregate imports of the City of Cincin should attend divine service every Sunday, when recitations on Wednesday afternoon; frequent exercises in
Composition and Declamation.
nati, as contained in the Directory for 1829, the weather permitted.
amounts, for that year, to 3,987,962 dollars ; the
IRREGULARS.
~ KENYdN COLLEGir~
Persons not candidates for a degree, can attend to any branch
exports (in valuation) to 2,261,599 dollars.
in the ahove course in connexion with the class attending to
There are 175 Students in the Theological Se tipiIE following statement is made for the information of that branch at the time. The charge to them will be the same
minary at Andover, and 120 at Princeton.
2.the friends of Kenyon College, who desire to be inform as to the regular members of the class. No Student, a mem
A College was to be opened at the Cape of ed of the course of studies, expenses, ike. at this Institution. ber of a class, may deviate from the prescribed course of stu
dies, and thereby become irregular, without the consent cf hid
Good Hope on the first of October. Professors
GRAMMAIt-SCIIOOL DEPARTMENT.
friends and the approbation of the Faculty.
and Teachers have been appointed for the English,
’ SESSIONS AND VACATIONS.
ADMISSION.
French and Classical languages ; writing, arithme
The year is divided into two sessions, each consisting of twen
Students entering the Grammar Sehool are required to pro
tic, geography, astronomy, mathematics and me duce satisfactory evidence that they sustain a fair moral cha ty weeks. The first begins eight weeks after Commencement!
racter ; to pay the expenses of one year, or so much of it as is which is on the second Wednesday of September. There is a
chanics.
unexpired at the time of their entrance, in advance, and enter vacation of four weeks between the two sessions. The proper
An officer of the U. S. Army, at the Sante de in the books of the Principal, their names, ages and residence, time tor admission is at the beginning of the first session—
St. Marie, has translated the greater portion of the and the name and address of their parent, guardian, or the per Students can he admitted at other times. Applicants for ad
mission must produce certificates of good moral character.
Bible into the language of the Chippewas: the son responsible for their expenses.
STUDIES.
EXPENSES.
narrations of Genesis strike the Indians as agree
The Studies pursued in this department of the Institution
For forty weeks term-time, including board, tuition, roomable with their traditions. Some persons have, are, Reading, Spelling, Writing, Arithmetic, English Gram rent, fuel, light and washing, Seventy Dollars.
heretofore, endeavored to identify the Indians with mar, Geography, History, Conversations on Chemistry and
N. B. These hills to be paid, in all cases, in advance. In
Natural Philosophy, Composition, Declamation, and the Greek cidental expenses to be paid at the end of each term. If Stu 
the lost tribes of Israel.
Latin Languages, so far as required for admission into dents remain during vacation, their, expenses will he in the
The Rev. Samuel II. Turner, D. D., has been and
College.
same proportion, and they will he subject to the same rules ci
elected professor of the Hebrew language and
RELIGIOUS FXERCISES.
order, as in term-time.
, ,
literature, and the Rev. Manton Eastburn, lecturer
All Students are required to attend morni,ng and evening
An Students have but little need or opportunity for incur
on poetry, in Columbia College.
a - prayers, Divine service on Sundays and Bible recitations twice ring expense, it is desirable that they should not he furnished
a week.
with much pocket money.
Mr. Anthony Van Pelt, of Green Co., N. C.
ROOMS.
ROOMS.
died, recently, at the advanced age of 126 years.
The younger Students are, so far as is practicable, assigned
As no persons live near the College, except such as are con
During the war of the Revolution, he was excused rooms with those more advanced, and are, in all eases, under nected with it, the Students all room in the college buildings
the immediate supervision of their instructors.
and hoard at the college table.
from military service on account of his years.
BOOKS AND STATIONARY
BOOKS.
Twenty nine thousand bbls. flour have been ex
May, at all times, he procured at the Seminary Store and
All books used in the Institution can bo procured here.
ported from the port of Philadelphia since the first charged in the account of the Students. The younger Stu
No Student, in either department, is allowed to leave
of April; twenty one of which have gone to Eng dents are permitted to purchase nothing without an order from the College premises without permission.
their immediate instructor.
Communications relating to the Institution should be ad
land.
CLOTHES.
dressed to the “Rt. Rev. P. Chase, President Kenyon College,
Miss Francis Wright, the Peripatetic infidel, has
All articles of clothing may also he procured at the Semi Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio."'
nary Store on the same conditions and under the same restric
returned to the U. S. from her tour to Hayti.
tions that hooks are furnished.
A CARD.
The American Coiinization Society, received
MEDICAL ATTENDANCE.
rgMIE Librarian of the Theological Seminary & Kenyon
1608 dollars, from Jan. 20 to March 23.
A Physician is resident in the College, and in attendance
3 College, in addition to the 1750 vols. acknowledged i;i
the Convention Journal of 1828, acknowledges the receipt of
Seventy one emigrants to the colony of Liberia, whenever hi6 services are required.
EXPENSES,
near four hundred volumes, a donation from friends in Eng
were sent out in the brig Montgomery, by the
Including hoard, tuition, fuel, light, washing and room-rent, land, accompanied with, probably, 40,000 pages of tracts,
Auxiliary Colonization Society of Philadelphia.
are, for forty weeks’ term, Sixty Dollars, payable in advance: which have been placed in the depository of the “ PrayerDuring the short space that steam boats have it heing understood, that if any Student he dismissed lor mis book, Tract & Sunday-School Society of the Diocese of Ohio.”
conduct, or withdrawn by reason of sickness, the balance due by which institution many of them have already been circu
been running for the present season, nearly a hun him
will be refunded.
lated.
dred lives have been lost by explosions.—Sixty in
Incidental Expenses, if any, must he paid at the end of every
Among the books thus acknowledged are, Fleury Historic
the Helen McGregor, three or four in the Hunt term.
Ecclesiastique in 36 volumes; Horace par M. Dacier, 10 vols. ;
VACATIONS.
ress, nine in the Chief Justice Marshall, and four
Ciccronis Opera, 14 vob.; Histoirc de Charlemagne, 4 vols. ,
There are vacations in the Spring and Fall; the former of Hume & Smollett’s England; Milner’s Church History ; Si
teen in the Caledonia.
four, (he latter of eight weeks. Students remaining during meon’s Horse Homiletic®; Classical Journal; Philosophy of
Five Episcopal clergymen have lately sailed for vacation are subject to the same regulations as in term-time, History; Bishop Hopkins’Works; Dodriddge's Woijts; Ro
Europe—Rev. Dr. Milnor of New-York, to attend and h’ they continue their recitations, as ail may, are charged maine’s Works; Sanderson’s Sermons, &c. &c.
Also, from the Rev. Messrs; Turner, Shrocder, Eastburn
the anniversary of the British and Foreign Bible proportional extra tuition.
BILLS.
and Whittingham, of New-York, Essays and Disertations iq
Society, and the Rev. Messrs. Creighton, Rich
Term hills, store hills, &c. are made out and sent to the pa Biblical Literature, vol. 1.
mond, and Mcllvaine, of N. Y., and Rev. Mr. rents and guardians of the Students at the end of every session,
Among the English donors are Mrs. Hannah Moore, Rev,
Smith of Virginia, and Rev. Dr. Gardiner af Bos when, it is expected, the balance due the Institution will be C. Tonhwsse, Rev. John IIensmon, Mrs. Hensmon, Anne
Hfnsmon, John A. IIicks and others, to whom, and to all
ton ; all, except Mr. Richmond, in pursuit of health. remitted.
REPORTS
others who have thus manifested their interest in the welfare
The annual commencement of the General Epis
Of the studies, general deportment and character of each of this Institution, and their desire for the advancement of re
copal Theoi. Seminary in New-York, will take Student, drawn up with as much faithfulness as the ease wilt ligion and learning in the West, the Librarian, in the name
admit, are fdso transmitted to parents and guardians at the of the Institution, would tender his most unfeigned thanks.
place the 30th of July next.
close of each term.
GEO. DENISON, Librarian.
Seven Diocesan conventions will be held in dif
Kenyon College, May 28.
ferent parts of the Union during the coming month.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
For admission into the Freshman Class, a knowledge of the
The Rev. Messrs. Francis L. Hawks, and B. B. following
$.§5” The Agent of the Prayer-book, Tract fir
books and studies, or an equivalent, is required;—
Smith, have been appointed Secretaries of tht Do English Grammar, (Murray's)
Sunday-School Society of the Diocese of Ohio, acknowledges
Sallust
Cicero, f Sir Orations)
Arithmetic, ( Smith's I
the receipt, through the Librarian of Kenyon College, of
mestic and Foreign Missionary Society of the Geography,
( Woodbridge's Sj Wil Virgil, (with Prosody)
40,000 pages of Tracts, from the generous benefactors of that
Mair’s Introduction
Prot. Epis. Church; vice, Rev. Edward Rutledge lard's )
Latin Grammar (J dam's, by Gould) Greek Grammar, ( Valpy, by An Institution in Great Britain.
-resigned.
thon)
Liber Primus
GEO. P- WILLIAMS,
i icob's Greek Reader
Viri Roniac
Gabbier, May, 28.
Agent & Depositary.
Washington College.—Under the instruction of) Cawar, (fm~ boohs)
Neilson's Greek Exercises
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POETRY.
ATHENS.
IY an undergkadvate.

Socwty of A'enytm CJkg*,
ffarth loth, 1830.
lit shades are gone;
the tv
humid night draws on:
in on tiie distant shore;
. and ocean heaves no more:
o’er th’ Athenian plain
itar
is lifts his humble head
Hi
«rn mould'ring fragment spread;
ilf Hiatus winds his wasted tide;
re Cenliisus" wand’ringstreamlets glide:
■ bri Hit the whitening moon-beams fall
n high citadel, and rock-built wall,*
indent tow’rs and time-worn temples throw
mg black shadow o’er the plain below;
irtlienon in ruin’d pomp appears,
endid re lic of departed years,
ted columns rang’d in even file
rdian giants of die saered pile,
Tie sweet this hour to meditation given,
r’hel ancy Kmvcs the world and soars to heaven;
air’d oft in dreamy thought surveys
nes of former years und future days;
n bright vision flash upon hei eyes
>at, the just, the valiant and the wise.—
who is he within yon darksome cell?
ed Socrates—J know him well—
diat thee where virtue nobly great,
it the rud.wt shocks of envious fate—
s he lifts on high the tatal cup,
ideas drinks the hemlock poison up'
’d in griefliis faithful friends appear,
ic stein raolcr drops th’ unwilling tsar;
» not his to weep, not his to fly
ii" turns, and lays him down to die.
oh! how short, how bounded is thy span,
d wisdom of fallacious man!
here i« now thine ever boasted power?
an't not cheer him in the dying hour:—
e wIi j-uj eye with piercing gate explor’d
ildeii wonders of his unknown Lord,
I every thought in mazy circle roll
n the dark recesses of the soul,
,e, to audi vast contemplation given,
I in dcubt, with scarce n glimpse of heaven,
s i the Christian when the hand of deatli
lie weak limbs, and draws the struggling breath;
I i i 'pc ii r nliates his fading eye,
litb prepares to meet eternity;
tufa are’ hurst, his spirit strives no more
■ills ‘riu'iiplinnt to the heavenly shore,
k well von : • at with w.md’ring weeds o’ergrown
polish'd shafts in Dorie beauty shone;
vho cav’d marble once in hold relief
lie fair glory of the patriot chief;
ui lb.u hillock’s ruin-c ver’d heightf
I he arm'd statue of the ; od of light—
ncil there,
s ran,
n to
and man. J
n r f et that ancient pavement trou
t l’.d Tail) pr claim'd the “unknown God.”||
piit.ed—in conseiou ■ virtue brave,
ii tlihop" which looks beyond the grave,
li't eye—persuasion in his hand,

id.bi

! see tile great Apostle stand.

os< wr.pt in phihnophic pride,
aneers, and Cynic brutes deride;
irwv votaries yf worldly bliss,§

•t own’d sages spurn such hopes as his.
ul saint still vindicates his Lord,
wocluims his heavenly Master’s word,
; to future joys beyond the grave;
pity, though not his to save,
t has Athens bent in trembling woe
ic furious victor’s whelming blow!
avc coin,'ring nations from afar
1m r towr's the horrid waste of war!
:r hopes in mournful death expire
proud Persian wrapt her domes in fire;
r bold sons in vain resistance fall,
ort.l Spartans storm’d her sacred wall;
i Rome's Eagle sought the Grecian sky
r the tomb of glorious liberty,
rr preud spirit, panting to be free,
ell yoke of Turkish tyranny,
»ling from the Moslem’s ruthless sway,
rst her chams and cast her bonds away;
lom shines upon her classic shore,
ueeeods where niis’ry dwelt before,
of old tli- Athenian cohorts led!
is conquer’d, and tor Athens bled;
J spirits love to linger still
ie Aero,
lit is sai

Acta n

Atl

_

u

+ The hi?! of Maw.

“u bf the court of Areopagus.

§ Epicurean*.

At silent midnight by this whisp’ring rill,
If at this hour ye still delight to dwell
Amid those ruin’d wails ye iov d so well,
Oh! weep no more your country s long decay
Her rising sun now drives the shades away. .
Yes, when she burst the tyrant Moslem’s chain,.
Athenian glory sprung to life again; .
Full many a Weeding patriot rais’d his name
To the full stature ot heroic fame,
And future hards of this fair land shall tell
Who bravely conquer’d and who nobly tell.
Arise bright genius of the Grecian clime
Majestic spirit of departed time!
Oh! strike again the loud Pindaric lyre,
And give to Eloquence her tongue of fire;
Oh! wake again the proud Homeric song.
And roll the stream of melody along;
Drive the dark clouds of ignorance away,
And pour on darken'd souls a flood ot day.
Hark! ’tis the Grecian muse, whose Eagle flight
Mounts to the lofty source of heav’nly light.
Hark! ’tis the Grecian lyre whose dulcet strain
Resounds thro’ glad Arcadia’s vales again:
How the soft tones on scented Zephyrs fly!
Hark! what a burst of glorious harmony!
Soon shall fair science hold her peaceful reign,
And beauteous Athens shall be great ag&in;
Soon shall she view her hallow’d temples rise
In Parian splendour tow’ring to the skies:
Not as of old when crowding thousands ran,
And idly bow’d before the work of man;
But purer Incense in those fanes shall rise,
And purer vows and holier Sacrifice;
No more the useless rite, the senseless prayer,
The peaceful cross shall reign triumphant there. H. C.
Ilvmbwpwww

and marched to the quarter assigned him. It
in a solitary valley, in which hardly any thing but
woods was to be seen. In the midst of it stood a
little cottage; on perceiving it, he rode up and
knocked at the door: out comes an ancient Hernhutter with aboard silvered by age. “Father”
says the officer, “show me a field where I can set
my troopers a foraging.” “Presently,” replied
the.Herhutter. The good old man walked before
and conducted them out of the valley. After a
quarter of an hour’s march, they found a field of
barley. “ There is the very thing we want,” says
the Captain. “ Have patience for a very few mi.
nutes,” replied the guide, “and you shall be satis
fied.;’ They went on, and, about the distance of
a quarter of a league farther, they arrived at ano
ther field of barley. The troop immediately dis
mounted, cut down the grain, trussed it up, and
remounted. The officer, upon this, says to his
conductor, “Father, you have given yourself and
us unnecessary trouble; the first field was much
better than this.” “Very true, Sir,” replied the
good old man, l'but it was not mine."

irwass

MISCELLANY.
Insolvency of Theatres.—Vice is so closely
connected with improvidence, that this may be one
reason that theatrical property is almost every
where a ruinous speculation. Our newspapers,
and courts of law and equity constantly attest the
disgraceful disputes and insolvencies which arise
out of this immoral species of property. The
same is the case in the United States of America;
but it may seem more surprising that the parallel
should apply to countries of gayer habits, such as
France and Italy. Yet it would appear that all
over Europe, for more than one hundred and fif
ty years past, almost all who have taken charge
of theatrical concerns have either lost their for
tunes, or become bankrupt. All the theatres in
Germany which are not supported by the sove
reigns, almost all those in Italy, all those in the
departments of France, and almost all in Faris, are
described to be in a state of insolvency.—Lon.
Christian Observer.

Archbishop Williams.—The observation
made, at the close of his life by this great prelate,
who had been lord keeper of the great seal, is very
solemn and affecting: “I have passed, ’’says he,
“through many places of honor and trust, both in
church and state, more than any of my order in
England, for seventy years before.’ But were I
assured that by my preaching I had converted but
one soul unto God, I should herein take more com
fort than in all the honors and offices that have
ever been bestowed upon me.”

Boasting.—A man boasting of his honesty,
is generally a rogue—of his courage, generally a
coward—of his riches, generally not wealthy—of
democracy, generally an aristocrat—of his intima
cy with great men, generally despised by those
whom he. may chance to know—of his wit, popu
larity, and high standing, always a fool.

Prudence.—“Come Jonathan, father says I
must go and water the young trees in the other end
of the garden, and I want you to leave your seeds
and go and help me.”
“Well—but it looks as if ’twas going to rain;
and if so, the seeds ought you know to be in the
ground.”
Mental Character of Voltaire.-R was
“ Ak ifc is SoinS to rain’ then’ 1 won>t water
Horace Walpole who called Goldsmith an inspired ic<;s" .
,
If an analogous appellation were required , “ ?Ul ll 's P.088101? .that ,fc wd n?1 rain’ 80
for Voltaire, the most suitable, perhaps, wotlld be ! had1better do II’ and lt,18 P?,SSiule d WZ ram, so i
that of an inenired monkey. The brilliancy, variety, 0USht t0 sow iny secds’ ~Communicated.
AV
and versatility of his parts, his rapidity of appre
OPINIONS OF CALVIN.
hension, his ready wit, his activity of mind, per
“Talem nobis Hierarchiam si exhibent, in qua
petual, yet ever without effort—the power, the
vivacity, and the ease with which he grappled sic emineant Episcopi, ut Christo subesse non re
with ail sorts of subjects, and most styles of wri cusant; utab illo tanquam unico capitc pendeantting, whether light or profound, whether literary, et ad ipsum referantur; In qua sic inter se fraterscientific, metaphysical, historical, political, or re nam societatem colant, ut non alio modo quain
lating to common life and manners:—these high ejus veritate sint coiligati; turn vero nullo non
qualities, wliyn viewed in union with the eternal anathemate dignos fatear, siqui erunt qui non earn’
grin, the grimace, the chatter, the antics, the mis revereantur, summaque obedientia observent.”—
chievousness, the indelicacy, and the apparent L. de Nec. lief. Ecc.
want of native dignity that belong to his character,
“ If they will give us such an Hierarchy, in which
form a most strange compound. Never, surely, the Bishops have such a preeminence, as that they
were talents so lofty united “ to thoughts so low;”— do not refuse to be subject unto Christ, and de
Never did genian appear at once so astonishing, pend on him, and be referred unto him as their
and so little amiable or respectable. His knowl only head; in which they entertain such a bro
edge was wonderfully extensive, and as wonder therly fellowship, as that the bond of their union!
fully superficial. He/iaZ/’knew everything, from
the cedar to the hyssop; and he writes of them all. be the truth of Christ; then surely, if any be
found, who do not reverence that Hierarchy, and
—Dutch Magazine.
subject themselves unto the same with the lowed
Practical love to our Neighbor.—-The obedience, I will confess that there is no anathe
following anecdote, is illustrative of the character ma, whereof they are not worthy.”—Book on th.
of many of the Moravians, or Hernhutters, as they Need of Church Reformation.
are sometimes called.—In a late war in Germany,
a Captain of cavalry was otdered out on a foraging
BOOK AND JOB PRINTING
party. He put himself at the head of his troop”
Neatly executed at this Office.

